LOVE IT OR HATE IT, IT'S...

**FURVISION**

SONG CONVENTION
MALMÖ 2020

**NORDIC FUZZCON**

TWITTER: @NORDICFUZZCON

FEBRUARY 19TH TO 23RD
CLARION HOTEL & CONGRESS MALMÖ
WWW.NORDICFUZZCON.ORG
NordicFuzzCon is moving to beautiful Malmö, Sweden!

Flying in to the convention? You might want to check out Copenhagen Airport for that, then cross the famous Öresund Bridge all the way into Malmö. This combined railway and motorway bridge connects Copenhagen to Malmö, and could save you some spending money. At over 7800 metres in length, and over 200 metres high, it’s certainly a beautiful journey.

Good with heights? Enjoy beautiful architecture? You might fancy taking a look at the Turning Torso. This neo-futurist skyscraper is the tallest building in Scandinavia, and is regarded as the first twisted skyscraper in the world. Head on up to floor 49 to take in the breathtaking scenery from the observation deck.
Get your microphones ready, grab those wacky outfits and wave your flag with pride because it’s time for Furovision!

Exciting things are happening in 2020, bringing with it all the fun of your favourite country-vs-country musical extravaganza. Fun and enjoyment are key, but so is coming together and celebrating the best bits from everyone’s homeland.

The furry nations of Avia, Canida, Cheesedale, Exotia and Felandia welcome you with open arms and invite you to the party! And even if it’s not your thing, just come and join the fun anyway!

You might be surprised.
The nation of feathered friends. Birds of all shapes and sizes call this place their home. With vocals ranging from melodic chirps to all-out screaming, you're never short of a conversation.

Art by Royalty
Pull up a sunspot, chase that red dot or drink your milk pot; this nation is home to the feisty felines. From cute and cuddly to fast and ferocious, these cats know how to have a good time.

Art by Neotheta
Say cheese! That mysterious place where our wonderful resident Mausie resides. Home to the delicious Roque-fort, you better brie-lieve it’s a one of a kind place.

Art by Crowfangs and Hohtis
From wild dogs to foxes, and everything in between, these canine furries put the awoo in awoosome. Get a bunch of them together and listen to them bark and howl the night away.

Art by Swanbear
Warm and inviting, this nation is host to the weird and wonderful. Snakes, lizards, dragons and all things scaly welcome you to explore and enjoy their diverse homeland.

Art by Karbik
Please give it up for our guest star, the wonderful Mausie!

Glad to have you here with us!
Squeak! (Glad to be here!)

So Mausie, I hear you are no stranger to Furovision?
Squeak, squeaky squeak! (Yes, I won it!)

Indeed you did. So, tell us about this „cheese party“.
Squeak squeak squeakety squeak! Squeaky Squeaky McSqueakface. Squeak squeeek!
(It’s about my favourite subject; cheese! All about the cheeses of the world. I’m getting hungry just thinking about it.)

So, as a cheese master, do you have a favourite?
Squeak, squeak squeak. Squee-ak.
(Oh no, any cheese is a good cheese. All delicious.)

Yes, quite right.
How does it feel to be hosting this year's Furovision in Malmö?
Squeakety? Squeak! (Malmö? We’re in Cheesedale!)

Apologies; how does it feel to be hosting Furovision in Cheesedale?
Squeeeak! Squeak squeakety squeak! Squeak squeak.
(My home-nation is the best! It will be so much fun! I can’t wait to meet everyone.)

Any advice for people coming to visit?
Squeak. Squeaky. Squ-e-aak!
(Be kind. Have fun. Share the cheese!)

Very good advice. Well, Mausie, we shall leave you to your very important task.
Squeaky! Squeak squeaky squeak!
(Thank you! Hope to see you there!)

We hope to see you again too!

Art by Flacko
Welcome to the Clarion Hotel, the perfect place for Europeans to meet and have fun! Those flying in from Avia, or who can survive heights, can sip a tasty drink 85 metres above sea level in the sky bar. Our cold blooded friends from Exotia can heat up and relax in the wonderful sauna, while those from Canida can burn off their energy jogging around the beautiful Slottsparken. Felandia natives can find over 400 rooms to snooze the day away in, or take their pick from the many eateries nearby.

With so many things to do on- and off-site, you will be spoilt for choice!